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Mindfulness and Computing Workshop
This Fall, Davis Makerspace will host a meditation workshop that addresses barriers to entry that budding programmers face and also discusses practices that can help refresh long-time programmers.

Emily Schleiner and Rez Khan have created a 6 night workshop that will take place one night per week from the beginning of October through mid-November of 2017.

Dates:
Tue 7pm Oct 3rd: Introduction to mindfulness
Tue 7pm Oct 10th: Encountering Computers With a Fresh Perspective
Tue 7pm: Oct 17th: Living Bravely with Uncertainty 
Tue 7pm Oct 24th: Competition and Interdependence 
Tue 7pm Nov 7th: Physical Awareness and Care
Tue 7pm Nov 14th: Vision and Big Picture 

Schleiner and Khan have created this series in an attempt to bring mindfulness to an arena where it can profoundly help people work through difficulties that are intrinsic to the programming profession. After all, they say "Programming or other computing work can be fantastically interesting and rewarding. However, at the same time it can be daunting, stressful, and lonely. Senior engineers at Google and other top tech companies have recognized these difficulties and, in response, built mindfulness programs to help remedy stress and other ills that challenge their employees. Secular mindful practices like these are based on scientifically tested methods and have been used in stress clinics for over thirty years. In the context of programming or other computing work, these practices can transform difficult situations into joyful, creative opportunities and increase mental and emotional plasticity."

They further explain: "You don't need to have a specific level of computer literacy to attend, however some beginner folks may choose not to participate in the Intermediate or Advanced practice time if they feel it is detrimental to their growth. You may skip some sessions and attend others. However, we recommend attending all the sessions to get the most benefit. (This is the kind of skill set that builds from the ground up.) "

This workshop series is geared for people who would like to overcome problems that arise when they work on computers for long periods, improve their quality of life, and ultimately connect the creative sides of their personality with the technical and analytical sides. This series may help some to grow to a new level of skill and enjoyment in their careers.

Fee: $20 Suggested Donation 
 
About:
Emily Schleiner: is a Davis, CA-based artist and web developer with a Masters in Performance and Interactive Media Arts at Brooklyn College, CUNY. She works for Parallel Design.
Rez Khan: is a physicist with a PhD from The University of Texas at Austin who has studied the brain using functional magnetic resonance imaging, and leads the group ‘Austin Mindfulness’.
DAVIS MAKERSPACE is a diverse group of builders, makers, hackers, and programmers with a space located in Davis, CA. They have an interest in science, technology, art, and what happens when those interests collide.
